INTRODUCTION
Theoretical investigation of the breakdown of an isolated vortex has been conducted before (Refs. 1 and 2). However, its application to slender-wing aerodynamics is quite limited in scope and versatility (Ref. 3) . In fact, very few correlations with data have been reported. In addition. these available theoretical methods require lengthy computer time and hence, ire not suitable for applications in a preliminary design.
In this paper, a semi-empirical method to predict effects of vortex breakdown on aerodynamic chr.racceristics of slender wings is described. The method is based on Polhamus' method of suction analogy. Hotl y longitudinal and lateral-directional characteristics can be predicted.
THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT
In the method of suction analogy, the vortex lift is equated to the edge suction force in the attached flow. It was observed by Lamar (Ref. 4 ) that for delta wings the angles of attack for vortex breakdown at the trailing edge ( a( WTI) can be related to the leading-edge suction distribution ( Cr (: ). For a large°( an TO , the Cs C -distribution tends to peak out at a more outboard location (Fig. 1) . However, the location of ( Cs C )M kx itself is not a good correlation parameter because for lower swept wings, such as the 60-deg. delta, th peak location is less distinguished.
Therefore. the method to be developed must (1) employ a good correlation parameter for o(gg TE applicable to most planforms, not just delta wings; (2) be able to predict the progression of the breakdown point when et> e'(gsrt ; and (3) predict the amount of remaining vortex lift in the region of breakdown. These are described in the following for both longitudinal and lateraldirectional aerodynamics.
Lonaitudinal Aerodvnamics
Let qG
where G is the mean aerodynamic chord. Since Cs is proportional to sie ae( , it follows that Cr is a function of planform and Mach number only. If Z is the nondimensional centroid location of the Cs -distribution from inboard to 1 4 ? ib%* it was found that Yj correlated well with experimental *( I p rs as shover. in Fig. 2 .
The relation between it and it is illustrated in Fig. 1 have different vortex characteristics after breakdown.
Lateral-Directional Aerodynamics
It was shown in Refs. 8 and 9 that in a sideslip, the leadingedge vortex on the windward side is pushed inward and downward, thus inducing additional vortex lift; while on the leeward side, it is pushed outward and upward, and thus inducing less vortex lift.
Note that the usual vortex lift, as explained through the suction analogy, is produced by the existence of net upwash at the leading edge, thereby inducing vortex separation. This is called the roll-up type of vortex lift in the present analysis. On the other hand, at a given of the sideslip does not change the net upwash at the leading edge. Therefore, to account for the increase in vortex lift on the windward side due to sideslip, a "displacement-type" vortex lift must be introduced. The flow mechanisms and computational methods for sideslip, yawing and rolling motions are described below.
(1) Vortex lift of the displacement type in sideslip
In general, the leading-edge thrust coefficient is given by (Ref. 10) et :
1 where /, is the leading-edge sweep angle, and C is the leading-edge L.
singularity parameter defined as C AA J. ' 
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where X1 is the X -coordinate in the freestream direction and Yz , is are the components of vortex density in the X -and 'Y -directions, respectively. The component, YI , is responsible for the longitudinal loading. Since the vorticity vector near the leading edge must be parallel to the leading edge, it follows that
Yx oa ry 11!4n Aj (10) near the leading edge. Hence, by substituting Eqs. (9) and (10) into (8), it is obtained that (11) where (12) is the leading edge singularity parameter due to el for the symmetrical loading. Eq. (11) shows that the singularity parameter due to sideslip can also be interpreted as that produced by the interaction between Jrx and the sideslip velocity at the leading edge:
By squaring Eq. (11) and substituting it into Eq. (7), the leadingedge thrust coefficient in sideslip can be obtained:
The resulting thrust is in the direction pointing into the sideslip velocity ( Fig. 4a) . Hence, the corresponding suction coefficient
where 1 [
is the auction coefficient for the symmetrical loading.
(2) Vortex lift of the displacement type in yawing
As shown in Fig. 4b , the induced sidewash at (2fj 1) is
x-x -r4 (17) This sidewash varies over the planform, and hence gives rise to "variable sideslip" effect. According to Eq. (15) correlation with data, and OW& is included for the notching effect of the trailing eOge. That ie, the component, = shown in Fig. 5 will make thA trailing -edge boundary layer thinner. produced by upwash ( i.e. the roll -up effect), respect ' vely. By squaring C to be used in Eq. ( 7), various cross-product terms appear.
For the rolling motion, the vortex lift due to roll-up is further increased on the right wing due to inboard displacement of vortex core in positive sideslip. Similarly, any roll -up effect in the yawing motion will be further increased or decreased due to sideslip.
However, products of any two roll -up effects or displacement effects do not produce forces and moments of the antisymmetrical nature.
Hence, additional vortex-lift terms in the leading -edge singularity parameter due to rolling and yawing in sideslip are
Cir') = 1 C cr. ) (Cr tin Al so" f On the leeward side, the vortex breakdown may not occur at a given a .
In this case, the magnitude of the antisymmetrical vortex lift is the average of those on both sides.
(7) Vortex breakdown in yawing
The effect of yawing on vortex breakdown is similar to that due to sideslip. With a positive yawing. the left tip will be the first which is subject to possible vortex breakdown effect. Since the equivalant sideslip (&) is variable along the leading edge, the average of Fr at a given y station and that at the tip is used to determine p(BDTE'
For simplicit y , a(B DTE for the ya!Ang motion is determined by a linear interpolation between CAand a(" for sideslip.
When the yawing motion occurs at C # 0, the equivalent sideslip to be used should be 1-fr on the left wing and P + f r on the right wing. Since re is usually negative near the tips, the equivalent sideslip there is considerably reduced. In this case, the vortex breakdown may not occur, in particular at a high yaw rate, so that the rolling moment due to yaw rate may be large. it is replaced by R cox/ysinn^, Where R cannot exceed the local chord. This is illustrated in Fig. 6b .
In a coning motion, rolling and vawing motions a re coupled. The vortex lift centroid is then assumed to be that due to the rolling motion.
13.
NUMERICAL RESULTS

Longitudinal Characteristics
Results 
Lateral-Directional Characteristics
The effect of sideslip on the angle of attack for vortex breakdown at the trailing edge is presented in Fig. 11 . The trend is correctly predicted, although the predicted magnitude is 2 to 3 deg. off.
The lateral characteristics for 60 -deg. and 70-deg. delta wings are presented in Figs. 12 and 13, respectively. The predicted results agree well with data, except when a(exceeds a BDTE by 8 to 10 deg. In the latter situation, the effect of boundary layer separation must be accounted for and is not included in the present method.
Additional results are compared with data in Figs. 14, 15 and 16.
As shown in Fig. 15 , the bounda ry layer correction is seen to be important for accurate prediction of roll damping. The change in slopes of C^ and C., after vortex breakdown is due to the difference in breakdown P f ac t s for left and right wings.
Finally, the effect of sideslip on roll damping is illustrated in 
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